Tertiary lymphoid organs (TLOs) arise in peripheral tissues (1) of adult organisms in response to non-resolving inflammation (2) including chronic infection, allograft rejection, cancer, autoimmune diseases, and a large number of other pathologies. One denominator of many-but certainly not all-of these conditions may be the presence of (auto)antigens that are recognized by the immune system as non-self. This notion-though unproven-is consistent with what we would like to call the antigen-driven TLO hypothesis. However, for many TLO-associated diseases, the presence of antigen-triggered immune responses-let alone antigen-triggered disease-causing immunity-has not been demonstrated (3) . We therefore consider an alternative sequence of events, i.e., that TLOs arise in response to an inflammatory environment in the absence of antigen(s). The latter school of thought may be recapitulated as inflammation-driven TLO hypothesis. It is conceivable that chronic inflammation may be initiated by any form of unspecific, antigen-independent tissue injury, leading, in the second phase, to protracted inflammatory tissue reaction that may ultimately unmask previously cryptic epitopes. However, it is not known at which stage of chronic inflammation TLOs are triggered. During the third stage, when breakdown of peripheral tolerance reaches a critical level, autoreactive T-and/or B-cells may be generated to cause clinically overt organ destruction. Of course, any of these scenarios generate proinflammatory and immunosuppressive T-and B-cells yielding complex dichotomically acting lymphocyte subsets that may initially coexist for long periods of time without tissue damage. Cytokines associated with inflammation may be sufficient in many instances to initiate and later to shape TLO phenotypes. Again, critical checkpoints in the immune system leading to T/B lymphocyte clusters remain to be identified, although the formation of lymphorganogenic chemokines has been identified as drivers of both secondary lymphoid organs during embryogenesis and TLO neogenesis in adult organisms. The presence of antigen, however, is apparent in infectious diseases, allogeneic transplant rejection, some forms of cancers, and bona fide autoimmune diseases such as Myasthenia Gravis and Basedow's Disease. Thus, the search for and identification of antigen(s) as the potential driving forces of TLO-dependent autoimmunity continue. New approaches and technologies including single-cell transcriptome analyses (4), next-generation sequencing of the T-and B-cell receptor repertoires (5) , improved large-scale autoantigen detection technologies (6) , tissue clearing methods (7) , and translational research from experimental systems into human diseases will all be important to make progress.
Tertiary lymphoid organs are striking illustrations of the amazing degree of plasticity of the immune system in response to non-resolving peripheral tissue inflammation. Recent research has uncovered key common features between secondary lymphoid organogenesis and TLO formation. However, the various types of TLOs also reveal some disease-specific features, which may ultimately determine whether the associated immune responses are harmful or protective. Such disease-specific characteristics may arise through one of several mechanisms including organ specificity and the nature of tissue damage. A major challenge for future research is to identify both the common and the specific features of individual TLO-associated diseases, with a view to develop new selective immune-based therapies. In an ideal case scenario, such therapeutics should interfere with TLO immunity (promotion or suppression) without compromising the systemic immune response and the integrity of the surrounding tissue. While identification of shared mechanisms has made major advances in recent years, disease-specific alterations of TLO immunity are less well understood. Studies on the peripheral plasticity of TLO characteristics should focus on CD4 + T cells (8); microglia cells in the central nervous system (9); the biology of epithelia and tissue environment in cancer (10); immunoglobulin-like receptors (11); innate immune cells (12) ; immune tolerance mechanisms (13); B-cell subtype plasticity in autoimmunity (14) ; identification of transcriptional and epigenetic circuits in dendritic cells, other immune cells, and the mesenchyme (15); identification of special phenotypes of tissue-specific monocytes/macrophages (16); meningeal Th-17 cell (17); intestinal microbiota (18) ; the various forms of lymphoid tissue organizer cells (19) , and lymphoid tissue inducer cells (20) . Advances in these areas are likely to yield new insight into the pathogenesis of chronic inflammation and may pave the way for the design of novel tissue-and/or diseasespecific therapeutic approaches.
The recent surge of interest in the TLO microcosm of disease immunity is remarkable as very little is known about the impact of these lymphocyte aggregates on disease progression: How and when TLOs are triggered? What distinct tasks do they havelocated so close to diseased tissues when compared to the more distant secondary lymphoid organs? Are they critically important for disease progression and-if they are-what are the underlying mechanisms? How do they connect to the tissue-draining lymph nodes and lymphatics? Are they beneficial, injurious, or both, depending on the context and stage of disease, anatomical location, and other factors? Can they be exploited or even artificially constructed for therapeutic purposes? Are there ways to disrupt them or enhance their activity without interfering with the systemic immune response? These are only a few of the questions that are being addressed in various disciplines. Until these fundamental issues will have been resolved, the interest in TLOs will most likely intensify. Hence, this research topic assembles scientists who agree on the premise that it is time to study these enigmatic lymphocyte aggregates over a broad range of angles.
This research topic is organized into two major sections as follows.
Section 1 covers the structures and cellular composition of TLOs and their development and function. It is introduced by Nancy
Ruddle (Yale University) who provides an overview on functional and regulatory features of high endothelial venules (HEVs) and the lymphatic system in TLOs; Nancy emphasizes the importance of HEVs in the recruitment of naïve and central memory lymphocytes and of lymph vessels to transport antigen and serve as an entry site for antigen-presenting cells and lymphocytes. Ann Ager (Cardiff University) also discusses blood vessels and HEVs as critical regulators of lymphoid organ development and function. In particular, this review focuses on the role of vascular addressins in the regulation of lymphocyte trafficking and stresses the role of CD11c We hope that this research topic and E-book will help to start spreading the news on TLOs to accelerate information on and interest in the important issue of the functional impacts of these still largely enigmatic disease-restricted lymphocyte aggregates. 
